BSU graduate committee Minutes for 02/20/2008 at 9:00 AM in Decker 132

Present: Mark C., Louise J. Christel K., Richard K., Joan M., Randy W., Sue C., Mark F., Carol N.

Absent: Dianne N., Vince V.

Curriculum Proposals-SPECIAL MEETING:

PSY (Ugrad) 07-08 #4:

Randy W. moved to approve (Mark C. 2nd). Motion carried.

first couple of pages does not concern the graduate committee as the only changes concern the UG pre-reqs.

P. 1.14 – pre-req change for graduate program; new stats course listed was only change Page 1.15 PSY 3401/5401, Basic Statistics for Research – New course…Question: Is the graduate component included (p 1.19) and how does this flow into the grading criteria? The committee reads it that the graduate component is a more in-depth project than the undergrad project.

P. 1.24 PSY 4403/5403, Advance Stats and Research Design – New course…Why is the ug pre-req listed and not the grad pre-req? Majority of psych students do take the grad Soc stats class from Peterson. Louise J. will check to see if the omission of the grad pre-req was intentional. Committee will not hold up the proposal.

P. 1.34 PSY 4332/5332, Counseling and Crisis Interventions – New course…not clear on points for graduate students’ course work. Okay as is.

Rest of the proposal concerned dropped courses. If all areas are not properly notified of these changes, it could potentially affect that areas curriculum.

Education (ECE/PPS) 06-07 #25

Randy moved (Mark C. 2nd) to approve as proposed. Motion carried.

P.. 1 Course Modification…pre-req change…dropped 5700, made others co-requisites

Education (MS/M.Ed.) 07-08 #10

Christel moved (Sue 2nd) to table this proposal for further discussion on Monday, February 25. Need to find out how other depts. may be affected.

ED 6100 is a course for many other graduate programs, this request to change would result in those areas needing to add another class to make up the credits.

Other issues:

➢ P. 1.5, title change, pre-req., description…major changes…should drop ED 6920 and create a new course; new course would require a syllabus whereas a course modification does not

ENGL (ALL) 07-08 #1

The English proposal will be the first item on agenda for review on Monday, Feb. 25.